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Abstract
This paper considers the relativistic motion of charged particles coupled with electromag-
netic fields in the higher-order derivative theory proposed by Bopp, Lande´–Thomas, and
Podolsky. We rigorously derive a world-line integral expression for the self-force of the
charged particle from a distributional equation for the conservation of four-momentum.
This naturally leads to an equation of motion for charged particles that incorporates self-
interaction through a dependence on the particle’s history. We show additionally that
the same equation of motion follows from a variational principle that works with retarded
fields from the outset. The self-force coincides with an expression proposed recently by
Zayats and Gratus–Perlick–Tucker on the basis of a averaging procedure. The use of
four-momentum conservation to formulate a well-posed evolution problem for the motion
of charged particles coupled to their fields was recently proposed by Kiessling-Tahvildar-
Zadeh.
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1 Introduction
Finding a consistent and well-posed set of dynamical equations for a system of charged particles
and their electromagnetic fields is a classical problem of relativistic physics. A major source of
conceptual and mathematical trouble is the strong divergence of the electromagnetic Maxwell-
Lorentz fields at the location of point charges. It causes an infinite energy-momentum of the
electromagnetic field of a charged point particle, and an a-priori ill-defined Lorentz self-force.
These problems led Lorentz, Abraham, and many of their contemporaries to conclude
that electrons must have a finite size. This classical electron theory had to make arbitrary
assumptions about the shape and structure of their charge and bare mass distributions. For
instance, the charged particles were modeled as balls of finite radius, assumed to be rigid in
either in their rest frame (Lorentz) or in the frame of the hypothetical ether (Abraham). Yet
on certain space and time scales the motion of such extended particles is independent of their
size and shape; see [19] for a modern mathematical discussion of their dynamics.
In 1938, Dirac [6] reconsidered the motion of charged point particles in the spirit of Lorentz
electrodynamics. He heuristically derived an equation of motion by energy-momentum consid-
erations involving an ad-hoc averaging of the electromagnetic fields around a point singularity.
A crucial element for Dirac’s derivation is the negative bare mass renormalization to cancel
the infinite electromagnetic field energy of the point charges. The resulting Abraham-Lorentz-
Dirac equation of motion is of third order in the time derivative of the particle’s position. As
a result, almost all of its solutions exhibit an unphysical run-away effect. This deficiency was
ameliorated by Landau–Lifshitz (see [19]) who argued that the triple-derivative term must be
treated as a small perturbation of the external forces. They thus arrived at a second order
equation of motion which is free of run-away solutions. On certain space and time scales,
the Landau-Lifshitz equation can be derived rigorously as an effective approximation to the
Abraham-Lorentz equation of motion for finite-size charged particles with positive bare mass
(see [19]).
Another approach to the problem started in 1933 with a paper by Born [3]. He argued
that to avoid the infinite field energy problem of point charges in Lorentz electrodynamics one
should instead work with the nonlinear theory of the classical electromagnetic field started by
Mie [12]. Such an approach avoids all the questions encountered in classical electron theory,
i.e. the size, shape, and the charge and mass distributions of an electron but faces the challenge
of choosing the correct nonlinearity for the field equations. Born and Infeld [4] proposed a
modification of Born’s Lagrangian [4] which yields the Maxwell–Born–Infeld field equations.
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Coupling these MBI field equations consistently with a classical theory of point-charge motion
then yields the Maxwell-Born–Infeld (MBI) electrodynamics.
The MBI field equations are nonlinear and hence difficult to handle. For example, there
seems to be no known way to obtain solutions of the field equations for prescribed, largely
arbitrary point charge motions. In order to make progress towards understanding the coupling
of point particles to the electromagnetic field, Bopp [1, 2], Lande´–Thomas [10, 11], and Podol-
sky [14, 15] went into a different direction by proposing linear, but higher-order derivative
field equations to remove the infinite field energy problems. As with the MBI field equations,
these linear field equations can be derived from a Lagrangian. Combining these Maxwell–BLTP
(MBLTP) field equation consistently with a classical theory of point charge motion yields what
in the following is called MBLTP electrodynamics, the topic of this paper. The linearity of the
MBLTP field equations allows one to solve them in great generality for prescribed motions of
their point sources. Going further to a dynamical description of point charge motion and their
associated fields would now require an equation of motion containing a self-interaction term.
Defining the self-interaction or self-force for charged point particles is a highly non-trivial
problem. Recently the self-force problem in BLTP electrodynamics was studied in quite some
generality by J. Gratus, W. Tucker and V. Perlick [9], after more limited earlier studies in [11]
and [21]. To arrive at a definition of the self-force, the authors of [9] invoke a averaging axiom:
the self field should be a suitable average of the field tensor away from the particle position
(see also [17]). The averaging has to be defined specifically, since in general the averaging of
a discontinuous function could produce quite arbitrary values.
The authors of [9] conclude that the self-force is given by the following integral in flat
space-time:
faselfpτq “ e2κ2ubpτq
ż τ
´8
J2pκDpτ, τ 1qqpRaub ´Rbuaq
D2pτ, τ 1q dτ
1. (1)
Here, J2 is a Bessel function, u
a is the four-velocity, qapτq the position of the charge, Ra “
qapτq ´ qapτ 1q and D “ Dpτ, τ 1q is the Minkowski distance between qapτq and qapτ 1q. The
parameter κ ą 0 is Bopp’s wave number, contained in the BLTP field equations. Special cases
of the self-force (1) appeared in [11] and [21].
In this paper, we show how energy-momentum conservation, without additional axioms,
naturally leads to the explicit expression (1) for the self-force on a moving point particle.
The strength of our approach consists in showing that (1) is in fact a consequence of energy-
momentum conservation only. To provide a rigorous framework for point particles, we will
regard the energy momentum tensor and its divergence as a distribution on space-time. In ad-
dition, we derive the equations of motion forN charged particles involving their self-interaction.
In the second part of the paper, we show that the equation of motions also follow from a varia-
tional principle that couples particles to their retarded fields from the outset. Finally, we show
that the equation of motion for a single particle coupled to its retarded field and an external
force has a global solution.
Our work was inspired by a recent fundamental breakthrough in the formulation of the
joint initial-value problem for charged point particles and their electromagnetic fields, achieved
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by M. Kiessling and A.S. Tahvildar-Zadeh in [7], where a system of N charged point particles
together with their associated BLTP self-fields is considered. Starting from conservation of
energy and momentum for the whole system, the authors of [7] formulate the initial-value
problem as a fixed-point equation on a space of suitable particle trajectories and prove local
in-time well-posedness. Their work highlights the quintessential role of energy-momentum
conservation and provides the only currently available well-posedness result in this direction.
There exists a large body of literature on electrodynamic self-force and we do not attempt
to give a comprehensive overview. A detailed discussion of the topic’s history can be found
in [19]. Interesting issues arising from consideration of Maxwell-Lorentz theory without self-
forces are discussed in [5]. Other aspects of BLTP electrodynamics and possible implications
for the gravitational self-force problem can be found in [13]. We refer to [18] for a study of the
distributional energy-momentum tensor of Maxwell-Lorentz point particles.
2 Field equations
2.1 Notation and conventions
Space-time conventions. Our setting will be flat Minkowski space-time M4 with signature
´ ` ``, pxαq referring to events measured with respect to an inertial Lorentz frame. Units
are chosen such that c “ 1. The field tensor Fab is related to the fields E,B via
Fi0 “ Ei, Fij “ ijkBk (2)
where indices i, j, k run over 1, . . . , 3. Note that Bi “ 12ijkFjk.
gab and g
ab will denote the Minkowski metric throughout. Differential operators are defined
by Bb “ pB0, Biq, Bb “ gbaBa.
The MBLTP field equations read
pI ´ κ´2l qBcFcd “ ´4pijd
BaFbc ` BbFca ` BcFab “ 0 (3)
where l “ BbBb and κ ą 0 is a fixed parameter throughout. κ Ñ 8 recovers the Maxwell-
Lorentz equations. We notice that the field equations arise from variation of the following
Lagrangian density:
pL“ ´ 1
16pi
FabF
ab ´ 1
8piκ2
BcF caBdFda ` jbAb (4)
where Fcd “ BcAd ´ BdAc and Ad is the vector potential.
Writing (3) out in terms of E and B gives the equations
∇ˆ E “ ´ 9B, ∇ˆH ´ 4pij “ 9D
∇ ¨B “ 0, ∇ ¨D “ 4piρ
D “ pI ` κ´2pB2t ´∆qqE, H “ pI ` κ´2pB2t ´∆qqB.
(5)
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Note carefully that l “ BbBb “ ´B20 ` BiBi. In the following, Dpxαq denotes the Lorentz
distance, i.e.
Dpxaq “
a
´gcdxcxd
and we generally use the symbol Ra for the expression
Ra “ xa ´ qapτq
where qα refers to a specific particle world-line (see e.g. below). Vector- and tensor-valued
distributions on M4 will be identified with collections of distributions D1pR4q, where DpR4q
as usual denotes the space of compactly supported C80 -functions. For example, a space-time
tensor field T cd will be defined by a rule that associates a given Lorentz frame with a collection
of 16 component distributions T cd P D1pR4q such that in under a change of Lorentz frame
pxαq Ñ px¯αq, the components transform as
T¯ cd “ ΛcrΛdsT rs, (6)
where Λcr denotes the usual Lorentz transformation. Here the meaning of the right-hand side
of (6) is to be understood in the following sense via the action´
ΛcrΛ
d
sT
rs
¯
rϕcds :“ T rsrΛcrΛdsϕrss
on a smooth tensor field ϕcd. In particular, given a tensor-valued distribution T cd and a smooth
covector field ϕc, the contraction
Ad “ T cdrϕcs
defines a space-time vector.
The following definition delineates the class of particle trajectories we consider in this
paper:
Definition 1. A subluminal world-line q is the image of a C2-mapping λ ÞÑ qαpλq with the
following properties:
1. qαpλq is defined for all λ P R and dqαdλ is a time-like, future pointing and nonzero for all λ
2. For the spatial velocity vector v “ pv1, v2, v3q defined by
vi “
ˆ
dq0
dλ
˙´1
dqi
dλ
(7)
the bound
sup
λďA
|vpλq| ă 1 (8)
holds for all A P R, |v| being the Euclidean norm of v.
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The class of all subluminal world-lines is denoted by
Q.
For a given world-line q, we shall use qαpτq to denote a particular representation using
proper time τ as a parameter, i.e. uα :“ dqαpτqdτ has the property uaua “ ´1 and uα is the
usual four-velocity of the particle. In that case, we also use ac to denote the four-acceleration
acpτq “ d
2qc
dτ2
(9)
of the particle. When using a parameter which is not the proper time, we use the symbols
uc “ dq
c
dλ
, a“ d
2qc
dλ2
(10)
for the first and second derivatives of qcpλq. Note that u ¨ u ‰ ´1 in general. Moreover, we
use
qαptq
for a parametrization with respect to coordinate time t.
Remark 2. (a) Equation (7) defines the spatial velocity with respect to any given Lorentz
frame and (8) is equivalent to the statement that for any t there exists a K “ Kptq ă 1
with
|vpt1q| ď Kptq ă 1 pt1 ď tq. (11)
By the relativistic addition of velocities, the fact that (11) holds in one Lorentz frame
implies that a bound of the form (11) holds in all Lorentz frames.
(b) Given a q P Q with parametrization qαpτq and a xα P R4zq, there exists a unique
retarded parameter value τret “ τretpxαq such that
xα ´ qαpτretq
is light-like and x0 ´ q0pτretq ą 0. The retarded position of the particle qapτretq is the
intersection of the world-line with the backwards light-cone with apex at the event pxαq;
depending on the context, it will also be useful to write qapτretq “ ptret, qptretqq where
tret is the retarded coordinate time (see Figure 1).
For a given q P Q, we also define the curve integrals of the following types:ż
q
f dτ :“
ż
R
fpqαpλqq
c
gab
dqa
dλ
dqa
dλ
dλż
q
f dXa :“
ż
R
fpqαpλqqdq
a
dλ
dλ
6
time
space
x
t ret
ua
(t,q(t))
light cone
light cone
Figure 1: Intersection between particle world-line and backwards light cone
ż
q
F a dXa :“
ż
R
F apqαpλqq gabdq
b
dλ
dλ.
Conventions for estimates. Below we often need to bound the components of tensorial
expressions. In general, these estimates will be valid for an arbitrary but given Lorentz frame,
with constants depending on quantities computed from the velocities and accelerations of
particles as referred to that particular Lorentz frame. Inequalities such as
|Fcapxαq| ď Cp. . .q
state a bound on all components of the tensor field Fca.
2.2 Retarded solution of the field equations
In this subsection, we discuss the retarded solutions of the field equations corresponding to
moving point particles. These are well-known (see [9]), nevertheless it will be useful to collect
all formulas for easier reference. We start with the case of a single charged particle described
by its world line q P Q. The current vector is the space-time distribution defined by
ja “ e
ż
q
δ4pxa ´ qpτqq dXa “ e
ż 8
´8
uapτqδ4pxa ´ qpτqq dτ, (12)
where e denotes the particle’s charge.
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The solution to the BLTP field equation for the vector four-potential can be obtained by
the classical observation [14] that the vector four-potential Aa can be solved by the ansatz
Aa “ Ua ´Wa where Ua satisfies non-massive and Wa satisfies a massive wave equation, i.e.
lUa “ ´4pija, pl ´ κ2qWa “ ´4pija. (13)
Here, the potentials Ua,Wa satisfying (13) are assumed to satisfy the Lorentz gauge condition.
The world-lines we are considering here are subluminal in a suitable sense, so that for every
xα off the world-line, there exists a unique retarded proper time τret “ τpxαq so that
Dpxb ´ qbpτretqq “ 0. (14)
The retarded Green’s function for
lu´ κ2u “ ´f (15)
reads
Gκpxaq “ 1
2pi
δpDpxaq2qθpx0q ´ κJ1pκDpx
aqq
4piDpxaq 1t|x|ăx0u (16)
where θ denotes the Heaviside function (see [8] for more details). Using (16) this, we obtain
Aapxαq “ eκ
ż τretpxαq
´8
J1pκDpxµ ´ qµpτqqq
Dpxµ ´ qµpτqq u
apτq dτ (17)
where τret “ τretpxbq is the retarded proper time and Dpxaq “
a´xbxb. Observe that the
potential Aa can also be written in parametrization-independent form
Aapxαq “ eκ
ż
qXJ´ pxαq
J1pκDpxµ ´Xµqq
Dpxµ ´Xµq dX
a (18)
where J´ is the backwards light-cone with apex pxαq. Before dealing with the convergence of
(17) and the structure of the field tensors, we define
Rapxα, τq “ xa ´ qapτq, Spxα, τq “ uγRγ .
The following relationships can be easily verified:
BcpDpxα ´ qαqq “ ´ xc ´ qc
Dpxα ´ qαq “ ´
Rc
D
Bcτretpxαq “ xc ´ qc
uapxa ´ qaq
ˇˇˇˇ
ret
“ Rc
uaRa
ˇˇˇˇ
ret
d
dz
ˆ
Jn
zn
˙
“ ´Jn`1pzq
zn
(19)
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BcRapxα, τretpxαqq “ δac ´ uaRcS
BcRapxα, τq “ δac
BcSpxα, τretpxαqq “ uc ` S´1p1` aγRγqRc
ˇˇ
ret
for any positive integer n (see Appendix C for the third line of (19)). In the first line of (19)
we refer to the derivative of D with respect to xα with τ held fixed. Also, square brackets will
denote the following anti-symmetrization operation:
TraUbs “ TaUb ´ TbUa.
Note that we don’t multiply by the customary factor of 12 . We also note the following useful
inequality (see [7]):
|Jνpxq|
xν
ď Cνp1` x2q ν2` 14 (20)
holding for all x ě 0, ν ě 0.
Proposition 3. Suppose that q P Q is a subluminal world-line and that τ ÞÑ qcpτq denotes
a parametrization with respect to proper time. Then (17) converges absolutely for all xα off
the world-line of the particle and defines a C2-function of pxαq away from the world-line. The
field tensor is given by the absolutely convergent expression
Fcapxαq “ eκ2 Rrcuas
2ubRb
ˇˇˇˇ
ret
` eκ2
ż τretpxαq
´8
J2pκDqRrcuas
D2
dτ. (21)
Then the derivatives of F ab are given by
1
eκ2
BcF ab “ 1
2
“´S´3p1` aαRαqRc ´ S´2uc‰Rraubs|ret ` 1
2
S´2RcRraabs|ret
` 1
2
S´1δrac ubs|ret ` κ
2
8
S´1RcRraubs|ret
` κ
ż τretpxαq
´8
J3pκDq
D3
RcR
raubs dτ `
ż τretpxαq
´8
J2pκDq
D2
δrac ubs dτ
(22)
where all the integrals are absolutely convergent. (21) solves the field equations (3) with dis-
tributional right-hand side (12).
The proof can be found in the Appendix.
Remark 4. The question of absolute convergence of (21) was first addressed in [9], where it
was shown that (21) is absolutely convergent for all world-lines that are bounded away from
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the past light cone. A world-line is not bounded away from the light-cone if and only if there
exists a sequence of proper times τk Ñ ´8 such that for some pxaq,
xa ´ qapτkq
x0 ´ q0pτkq
approaches a light-like vector. [9] also discusses an example of a world-line with diverging
integral (21). Throughout this work, we will impose a more restrictive condition on the world-
lines q, namely that q P Q. As shown in Proposition 3 below, this implies the convergence of
(21) and guarantees that F cd P C2 away from the world-line.
Remark 5. (21) is the analogue of the field tensor derived from the well–known Lie´nard–
Wiechert potentials of Maxwell–Lorentz electrodynamics. We follow the usual convention in
the physics literature and call (21) the field associated with the particle with world-line q. In
particular, when N particles with world-lines qN are present, we will refer to the superposition
of the N fields of the type (21) as the field produced by the N point charges. From the point of
view of the field equations (3), such an association is to a certain extent arbitrary because one
can always add a source-free solution to a field representing N point charges and still obtain
a solution having with the same source. In this sense the “field of the N point charges” is not
an unambiguously defined term.
Remark 6. In contrast to Maxwell-Lorentz electrodynamics, the retarded field strengths of
a particle in BLTP electrodynamics do not diverge to infinity as xa approaches the world line
of the particle. This, however, does not mean that the limit of the field tensor exists on the
world line, since the first term in (21) has a strong directional dependence. See the discussion
in [9, 13].
The following proposition turns out to be useful:
Proposition 7. Let F ab be the field tensor for a single particle world-line (21). Then we have
´κ´2lF ab “ ´F ab ` BraU bs
where Ua is the Lie´nard-Wiechert potential given by
Ua “ ´ eu
a
uαRα
ˇˇˇˇ
ret
Proof. This follows by direct calculation from the classical observation (13) of Podolsky and
others that the solution of the BLTP equations can be represented as the difference between
two vector potentials.
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2.3 Energy-momentum tensor and fields
The energy-momentum tensor compatible with the BLTP field equations is given by
´4piT cdpF q :“gcρFρµFµd ` 1
4
gcdFρθF
ρθ ´ κ´2pgcρFρµlFµd ` gcρF dµlFµρ ` gcρBµFµdBβFρβq
´ 1
2
κ´2pFρθlF ρθ ` BρF ρθBβFβθqgcd
(23)
This was first given Podolsky (1942) in somewhat different notation. The next two propositions
describe important properties of T cdpF q:
Proposition 8. Suppose F cd P C2pR4q solves the BLTP field equations with some current
ja P C1pR4q. Then we have
´BdT cdpF q “ F cdjd.
The proof is given in the Appendix. In order to exploit the bilinear structure of the
energy-momentum tensor, we define the bilinear form
´8piT cdpF, Fˆ q :“gcρFρµFˆµd ` 1
4
gcdFρθFˆ
ρθ ´ κ´2pgcρFρµl Fˆµd ` gcρF dµl Fˆµρ ` gcρBµFµdBβFˆρβq
´ 1
2
κ´2pFρθl Fˆ ρθ ` BρF ρθBβFˆβθqgcd ` pØq
(24)
where pØq indicates the a repetition of the same expression with the roles of F and Fˆ inter-
changed. By slightly generalizing the calculation in the Appendix, we obtain
Proposition 9. For C2-solutions F, Fˆ of the field equations we have
´BdT cdpF, Fˆ q “ 1
2
pF cd pjd ` Fˆ cdjdq (25)
where jd, pjd are the currents corresponding to the fields F cd, Fˆ cd.
3 The principle of Energy-Momentum conservation
3.1 Distributional formulation
Conservation of energy and momentum was used by M. Kiessling and A. Tahvildar-Zadeh in
[7] to formulate an initial-value problem for the BLTP field and N charged particles. Their
evolution problem takes the form of a fixed-point formulation on the space of particle tra-
jectories and the main result of [7] is a local well-posedness result for fields and an arbitrary
number of particles.
Here, our goal is to derive the relativistic equations of motion from conservation of energy
and momentum. In particular we wish to derive rigorously the self forces on the particle.
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For simplicity, we will neglect source-free (incident) fields and assume that the world-lines of
the particles extend both into the infinite past and the infinite future. So the basic setup is
as follows: let qanpτq be smooth, non-intersecting world-lines of N particles (n “ 1, . . . , N),
parametrized using proper times. Let uan denote the four-velocities. We define the bare mass
energy-momentum tensors:
T abkin,n “ mn
ż 8
´8
uanu
b
nδ
p4qpxα ´ qαnpτnqq dτn (26)
Note that these are distributions with support on the world-lines.
Further let F ab “ řn“1 F abn be the total BLTP field associated to all the particles and let
Tfield “ T pF, F q be the associated energy-momentum tensor of the field. We formulate the
principle of energy-momentum conservation simply as
Bc
˜
Nÿ
n“1
T ackin,n ` T acfield
¸
“ 0 (27)
Tkin,n are distributions with support on the world-lines of the particles. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to study T acfield and show that it is a well-defined distribution. Secondly, we would like to
derive the equations of motions rigorously from (27). Before we come to our main result, we
would like to explain how (27) defines the self-field in a natural way. Consider for the moment
the case of a single charged particle. From Proposition 8, we know that
´BdT cd “ F cdjd (28)
for smooth currents jd. For the fields generated by a single particle, (28) does not make sense,
because jd is concentrated on the world-line of the particle and F
cd does not make sense there
because of the first term of (21). However, we will show below that the divergence of T cd is
a well-defined distribution with support on the world-line of the particle and that it exactly
has the form eFabub with an explicitly known field F
cd. It is therefore natural to regard Fcd
as the self-field of the particle.
Our main result is:
Theorem 10. Suppose tqanpτnquNn“1 are a collection of non-intersecting world-lines in Q and
let the field associated to the n-th particle be defined by
pFnqcapxαq “ enκ2 Rrcuas
2ubRb
ˇˇˇˇ
ret
` enκ2
ż τretpxαq
´8
J2pκDqRrcuas
D2
dτ (29)
where en is the charge of the n-th particle and the integral extends over the world-line qnpτq.
Ra, ua refer to the n-th particle. Then the following conclusions hold:
(A) The energy momentum tensor T abfield of the total retarded field of the N particles is in
L1locpM4q and hence defines a distribution in D1pM4q, i.e. acting on compactly supported
C8-functions φ.
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(B) Suppose moreover that the field equation (27) holds true in the distributional sense. Then
the following equations of motions hold:
mn
duan
dτn
“ en
˜
Fabn `
ÿ
m‰n
F abm
¸
ub (30)
Note in particular that the force on the n-th particle splits into a self-force Fabub and
the Lorentz-force exerted by all other particles. The self-field Fab is given by the formula
pFnqcapτq “ enκ2
ż τ
´8
J2pκDqRrcuas
D2
dτ 1. (31)
where D “ Dpqnpτq ´ qnpτ 1qq, Ra “ qanpτq ´ qanpτ 1q.
Remark 11. Theorem 10 consists of two parts: the point of statement (A) is that Tfield
defines a distribution for arbitrary, non-intersecting motions qαN pτq. This allows us to interpret
equation (27) in the sense of distributions. In the second part of the Theorem, we assume that
the conservation equation (27) holds for the field associated to the N particle world-lines. As
a consequence, the world-lines are no longer arbitrary and necessarily satisfy the equations of
motions (30). Note that F is exactly the field proposed in [9] as a suitable expression for the
self-force.
The proof of this central result requires substantial preparation, to which we turn next.
3.2 Properties of self-field energy-momentum tensor
Our goal is now to study the energy-momentum tensor of the self-field of a single particle
moving on an arbitrary world-line q satisfying the conditions formulated in Theorem 10. In
the following, T “ T pF q will always denote the energy-momentum tensor associated to the
field of the world line given by (21). The following proposition serves as a technical preparation
and describes the asymptotics of the field tensor close to events on the world-line qpτq.
Proposition 12. Let the world-line q P Q. Introduce the following quantities
Apn, vq “ n ¨ v `
apn ¨ vq2 ` p1´ v2q
1´ v2pR “ ˆ Apn, vq
n` vptqApn, vq
˙
pS “ ´γApn, vq ` γn ¨ v ` γv2Apn, vq “ ´γapn ¨ vq2 ´ p1´ v2q
(32)
where n P S2 is a three-dimensional unit normal vector (i.e. S2 denotes the 2-sphere). The
functions defined in (32) are continuously differentiable as functions of t. Writing xa “ pt, xq “
pt, qptq ` nq, the following asymptotic expansions hold as Ñ 0:
Ra “  pR` Op2q
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S “ pS ` Op2q
F ab “ eκ
2 pRraubs
2pS
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t
`Fabptq ` Opq
BcF ab “ eκ
2
2
´1
”
´
´pS´3 pRc ` pS´2uc¯ pRraubs ` pS´1δrac ubsı` Op1q
BcF cb “ eκ2´1 pS´1ub ` Op1q (33)
BraUds “ e pRrauds
2 pS3 ` Op´1q
where Fptq is defined by (31) (more precisely, (73) evaluated at τ such that q0pτq “ t.) All
terms in the above asymptotic expansions are evaluated at the particle’s position pt, qptqq. All
the O terms admit estimates that are uniform in n and t, as long as t varies in a compact
interval. As a consequence,
F ab “ Op1q, BcF ab “ Op|x´ qptq|´1q (34)
as xα Ñ pt, qptqq, all the O terms admitting uniform estimates as long as t varies in a compact
interval. Finally, we have
pS “ ua pRa, pRa pRa “ 0. (35)
Proof. First we take care of the representations for Ra and S. For any xa “ pt, xq we can write
xa “ pt, qptq ` nptqq. The retarded coordinate time tretpxaq satisfies
pt´ tretq2 “ |n` qptq ´ qptretq|2.
Write h “ pt´ tretq. By the mean value theorem, qptq ´ qptretq “ ξh, where the vector ξ can
be chosen such that ξ Ñ vptq as Ñ 0. We obtain a quadratic equation for h of the form
h2p1´ |ξ|2q ´ 2n ¨ ξh´ 2 “ 0
with unique positive solution
h “ pn ¨ ξq `
apn ¨ ξq2 ` p1´ |ξ|2q
1´ |ξ|2
and since v P C1pR,R3q and |v| is bounded away from 1 we can replace ξ by vptq and write h
as
h “ t´ tret “ Apn, vq` Op2q.
It follows that x´qptretq “ nptq`vptqApn, vq`Op2q and thus Ra “ xa´qapτretq “  pR`Op2q.
Next we observe
S|τ“τretpxaq “ puaptq ` Opqqp pR` Op2qq “ uaptq pRa ` Op2q “ pS ` Op2q.
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Next, we insert the representations of Ra and S into (21), (22) to arrive at the third and fourth
line of (33). For the fifth line of (33), we first compute BcF cb from (22) and use the relations
RcR
rcubs “ ´SRb
δrcc ubs “ 3ub
ucR
rcubs “ Sub ` p´uauaqRb.
Lemma 13 (Preliminary form of the distributional divergence). Let F be the field tensor of
a single world-line qαpτq and let T “ T pF q be the corresponding energy-momentum tensor.
Then:
(a) T P DpM4q
(b) There exist a four-vector field M c P C1pRq,M c “M cpτq defined on the world-line of the
particle such that the distributional divergence of the energy-momentum tensor is given
by
BdT cdrφs “
ż 8
´8
M cpτqφpqαpτqq dτ (36)
for any smooth test function φ with compact support on flat space-time. In particular, the
distributional divergence of the energy-momentum tensor is supported on the world-line
of the particle.
Proof. From (34) and we see that every term of the energy-momentum tensor (23) is at most
of order Op|x´ qptq|´2q close to the world-line. This implies that T pF q P L1locpR4q, hence T pF q
defines a distribution in D1pR4q.
Recall that the distributional divergence is defined by
BdT cdrφs “ ´
ż
R4
T cdBdφ d4x
We surround the world-line by a world tube
W “ tpt, xq : |x´ qptq| ď u (37)
with outward-oriented dΣd (see e.g. [16]) is defined by
dΣd “ p´n ¨ v, nq2 sin θ dθdϕdt “: Nd2 sin θ dθdφdt (38)
and nipt, θ, ϕq “ pxi ´ qiptqq{|x´ qptq| is the spatial, three-dimensional normal vector. For an
illustration, we refer to Figure 2.
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Figure 2: World-tube
Using the Gauss-Stokes theorem and the fact that the divergence of T cd is zero off the
world-line, we get
BdT cdrφs “ lim
Ñ0
ż
BW
T cdφ dΣd. (39)
The first step to compute the limit (39) is to use Proposition 7 to replace the terms containing
wave operators by the Lie´nard-Wiechert potential U . Thus we can write
´4piT cd “: T1 ` T2 (40)
where
T1 “ gcρpFρµBrµUds ` F dµBrµUρsq ` 12g
cdFρθBrρU θs
´ `2gcρBµFµdBβFρβ ´ 1
2
`2gcdBρF ρθBβFβθ
(41)
and T2 collects all other terms contain in (23). Comparison with Proposition 12 shows that
|T2| „ Op|x´ qptq|´1q
and hence T2 does not contribute in (39). We then insert the asymptotic representations of F
and BF given in Proposition 12. This results in a number of terms that are multiplied by ´2,
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which is canceled by the 2-factor in the surface element (38). Hence the limit (39) is easily
seen to exist and terms of order ´1 or lower do not contribute. In fact, we obtain
lim
Ñ0´4pi
ż
BW
T cdφ dΣd “
ż 8
´8
pA1 `A2 `A3qφpxαpτqq γdτ
where
Ac1 “peκq2
ż
S2
«
gcρ
pRrρuµs pRrµuds
2pS4 ` gcρ
pRrduµs pRrµuρs
2pS4 ` gcd
pRrρuθs pRrρuθs
4pS4
ff
Nd dω
Ac2 “
´eκ
2
¯2
κ´2
ż
S2
gcρ
”
ppS´3 pRµ ` pS´2uµq pRrµuds ´ pS´1δrµµ udsı
ˆ
”
´ppS´3 pRβ ` pS´2uβq pRrρuβs ` pS´1δβrρuβsıNd dω
` peκq
2κ´2
8
ż
S2
gcd
”
ppS´3 pRρ ` pS´2uρq pRrρuθs ´ pS´1δrρρ uθsı
ˆ
”
ppS´3 pRβ ` pS´2uβq pRrβuθs ` pS´1δrββ uθsı Nd dω
Ac3 “e
ż
S2
ˆ
gcρFρµ pS´3 pRrµuds ` gcρFdµ pS´3 pRrµuρs ` 12gcdFρθ pS´3 pRrρuθs
˙
Nd dω
(42)
Hence in any Lorentz system we can define M cpτq “ γ´1pAc1 ` Ac2 ` Ac3q P C1pRq and (36)
holds. Since BdT cdrφs transforms as a four-vector under Lorentz transformations, M c also
transforms as a four-vector.
We shall determine the right-hand side of (28) more precisely.
Theorem 14. The distributional divergence of the energy-momentum tensor associated to the
self-field of a single particle is given by
´BdT cdrφs “ e
ż 8
´8
Fcdpτqudpτqφpqαpτqq dτ (43)
with F defined by (31).
Proposition 15. The expressions for A1 and A2 vanish when evaluated in a rest frame at an
arbitrarily chosen event pt, qptqq. The evaluation of A3 in a rest frame gives
Ac3 “ 4pieFcdud.
Proof. Fix an event pt, qptqq on the world-line and let Ea “ p1, 0, 0, 0q In the rest frame, we
have pS “ ´1, ua “ Ea and Nd “ p0, nq. Moreover, pRa “ Ea `Na. Observe thatpRraubs “ NraEbs
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and hence
A1 “
ż
S2
„
1
2
gcρ
´
NrρEµN rµEds `N rdEµsNrµEds
¯
` gcdNrρEθsN rρEθs

Nd dω “ 0
because the integrand is an odd function under the replacement n ÞÑ ´n. Using the same
relationships for pS, ua, pRa, the first term of A2 is seen to contain the integralż
S2
gcρ
”
´NµN rµEds ` 3Ed
ı ”
NβNrρEβs ` 3Eρ
ı
Nd dω
which equals zero because of oddness under n ÞÑ ´n. The same argument applies to the
second term of A2. The claim about A3 follows from
´gcρFρµ
ż
S2
N rµEdsNd dω “ 4piFcµEµ (44)
´gcρFdµ
ż
S2
NrµEρsNd dω “ 4pi3 F
cµEµ (45)
´1
2
gcdFρθ
ż
S2
N rρEθs dω “ ´4pi
3
FcθEθ (46)
First observe that ż
S2
N cNd dω “ 4pi
3
gcd (47)
if c ‰ 0 and şS2 N0Nd dω “ 0. (44) is shown by
´gcρFρµ
ż
S2
N rµEdsNd dω “ ´gcρFρµ
ż
S2
pNµEd ´NdEµqNd dω
“ gcρFρµ
ż
S2
Eµ dω “ 4piFcµEµ
using EdNd “ 0 and NdNd “ 1. For (45),
´gcρFcµ
ż
S2
NrµEρsNd dω “ ´gcρFcµ
ż
S2
pNµEρ ´ EµNρqNd dω
“ ´Fdµ
ż
S2
pNµEc ´ EµN cqNd dω
Note that Fdµ
ş
S2 NµNd dω “ 0 because of (47) and the antisymmetry of F. Hence the left-
hand side of (45) equals FdµEµ
ş
S2 N
cNd dω “ p4pi{3qFcµEµ as is easily seen by splitting up
into the two cases c ‰ 0 and c “ 0 and using (47). (46) follows by a similar calculation.
Proof. The representation M c “ γpAc1 ` Ac2 ` Ac3q holds in every Lorentz-frame. Choosing a
local rest frame at an arbitrary event pt, qptqq on the world-line and applying Proposition 15
finishes the proof.
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3.3 Particle interactions
We now analyze TfieldpFn, Fmq.
Lemma 16. For n ‰ m, we have TfieldpFn, Fmq P D1pM4q. Moreover, the distributional
divergence BdT cd is supported on both the world-lines of qn, qm and is given by
´BdT cdfieldrφs “ 12
ˆż
R
F cdn pumqdφpqmpτqq dτ `
ż
R
F cdm punqdφpqnpτqq dτ
˙
(48)
Proof of Lemma 16. To ease notation we write qn “ q, qm “ qˆ, F “ Fn, Fˆ “ Fm. Fix a Lorentz
frame and define the two world-tubes W, Wˆ surrounding the two world-lines q, qˆ. Our task is
to compute the distributional divergence of T pF, Fˆ q. By inspecting the definition of T pF, Fˆ q,
we see that T pF, Fˆ q is smooth away from the world-lines q, qˆ. To obtain information about the
integrability close to the world-lines, we focus without loss of generality on the neighborhood
of q1ptq. The first step is to replace the terms containing lF ab,l Fˆ ab by the Lie´nard-Wiechert
fields according to 7.
The Lie´nard-Wiechert fields behave as Op|x´qiptq|´2q in the neighborhood of the world-line
qi and the most singular terms close to q1ptq admit the estimates
|FˆρµlFµd|, |Fˆ dµlFµρ|, |FˆρθlF ρθ| “ Op|x´ qptq|´2q (49)
whereas (34) implies that all the other terms behave as Op|x ´ q1ptq|´1q as x Ñ q1ptq. A
similar argument holds in a neighborhood of q2ptq (note that by assumption, the world-lines
are non-intersecting). Hence
T pF, Fˆ q P L1locpM4q
and defines a distribution in D1. The estimates (49) show that
T acrBcφs “ lim
Ñ0
ż
M4zpWYxWq T
acBcφ d4x
“ lim
Ñ0
ˆ
´
ż
BW
T abφ dΣb ´
ż
BxW T
abφ dΣb
˙
where we have used the Gauss-Stokes theorem and BcT ac “ 0 outside of the world-lines. On
the surface of the world-tubes, dΣb denote outward-oriented three-surface elements, where as
before, the world-tube is parametrized using θ, ϕ, t.
Thus, in order to compute the distributional divergence of T ac, we need to evaluate the
integrals over the world-tube boundaries in the limit  Ñ 0. We focus on W1, first. An
inspection of the definition of T pF, Fˆ q and (49), (34) shows that only the most singular terms
FˆρµlFµd, Fˆ dµlFµρ, FˆρθlF ρθ
of order ´2 survive in the limit. Using Proposition 7 and the asymptotic representations in
Proposition 12, we find
´ 8pi lim
Ñ0
ż
BW
T cdpF, Fˆ qφ dΣd “
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eż
R
φ
ż
S2
pS´3 ˆgcρFˆρµ pRrρuθs ` gcρFˆ dµ pRrµuρs ` 12 Fˆρθ pRrρuθs
˙
Nd dωdt
where the field Fˆ ab is evaluated at pt, qptqq. A very similar argument to what was used in the
proof of 14 (notice the similarity to A3 and see the evaluation of A3 in Proposition 15) gives
´ 8pi lim
Ñ0
ż
BW
T cdpF, Fˆ qφ dΣd “ 4pie pF cdud
finishing the proof.
3.4 Proof of Main Result (Theorem 10)
We can now finish the proof of our main result. The energy-momentum tensor of the total
field F splits up into a sum of terms:
TfieldpF, F q “
Nÿ
n“1
T pFn, Fnq `
ÿ
n‰m
T pFn, Fmq.
Now we simply apply Theorems 14 and 16 to see that Tfield defines a distribution and that
the divergence BdT cd satisfies
´BdT cdfieldrφs “
nÿ
n“1
en
ż 8
´8
Fcdn pτqpunqdpτqφpqαpτqq dτ
` 1
2
ÿ
n‰m
ˆ
em
ż
R
F cdn pqmpτqqpumqdφpqmpτqq dτ ` en
ż
R
F cdm pqnpτqqpunqdφpqnpτqq dτ
˙
“
nÿ
n“1
en
ż 8
´8
Fcdn pτqpunqdpτqφpqαpτqq dτ
` 1
2
Nÿ
m“1
ż
R
ÿ
n‰m
emF
cd
n pumqdφpqmpτqq dτ ` 12
Nÿ
n“1
ż
R
ÿ
m‰n
enF
cd
m punqdφpqnpτqq dτ
with Fn being the self-field generated by the n-th particle. For any p, we can take φ to be a
test function whose support is concentrated around the world-line qαp . Hence we obtain
´BdT cdfieldrφs “ ep
ż 8
´8
Fcdp pτqpupqdpτqφpqαp pτqq dτ
`
ż
R
Nÿ
m“1,m‰p
emF
cd
m pqαnpτqqpupqdφpqppτqq dτ
Thus the equation of motion (30) is implied by (27), finishing the proof.
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4 Variational principle for retarded fields
4.1 Local formulation
In this section, we construct a variational principle which implies the equations of motions
(30) with the expression (31) for the self-force. For simplicity, we treat the case of a single
particle with associated self-fields (21) moving in an external field described by the external
vector potential Aaextpxαq. As a preparation, we consider the field only. Recall that the BLTP
Lagrangian field density is given by
LpF q “ ´ 1
16pi
FabF
ab ´ 1
8piκ2
BcF caBdFda. (50)
Ordinarily, one requires that the action
I :“
ż
R4
LpF q d4x (51)
is stationary with respect to variations of the vector potential Aµ ÞÑ Aµ ` δAµ. The field
equation (3) is then a necessary consequence. The variation δAµ is assumed to be smooth and
of compact support. For our variational principle below, it is necessary to make the following
generalization:
(a) Replace the integration over R4 by an integration over bounded domains Ω.
(b) Allow also variations of the vector potential that do not vanish on BΩ.
This is exemplified in the following Proposition for BLTP fields (without particles):
Proposition 17. Let Ac P C4pR4q. For any bounded, open Ω Ă R4 with Lipschitz boundary
define the following local action functional IΩ by
IΩrAµs “
ż
Ω
pLpF q d4x, (52)
where Fcd “ BrcAds. Assume that for any Ω and any divergence-free variation
pAc P C4pΩ¯q, Bd pAd “ 0
the following holds:
d
dσ
IrAµ ` σ pAµsˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“
ż
BΩ
„ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcF cb ´ 1
4pi
F ab
˙ pAb ´ 1
4piκ2
BcF cdBa pAd dΣa (53)
Then the field equation (3) with ja “ 0 holds on R4.
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Proof. Taking the derivative of IΩ,
d
dσ
IΩrAµ ` σ pAµsˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“
ż
Ω
ˆ
´ 1
8pi
F abBra pAbs ´ 14piκ2 BcF cal pAa
˙
d4x
where we have used the Lorentz gauge BdAd “ 0. An integration by parts gives
d
dσ
IΩrAµ ` σ pAµsˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“
ż
Ω
ˆ
1
4pi
BaF ab ´ 1
4piκ2
l BcF cb
˙ pAb d4x
`
ż
BΩ
„ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcF cb ´ 1
4pi
F ab
˙ pAb ´ 1
4piκ2
BcF cdBa pAd dΣa.
Comparison with (52) givesż
Ω
ˆ
1
4pi
BaF ab ´ 1
4piκ2
l BcF cb
˙ pAb d4x “ 0
for all pA P C4pΩ¯q and thus pI ´ κ´2l qBcF cd “ 0.
Remark 18. The condition (53) can be given the following interpretation: the field Fab
is generalized stationary point of the functional IΩ in the sense that the variations of the
functional can be expressed by information on the boundary.
4.2 Variation of retarded fields with particles
For any space-time region Ω Ă R4 with Lipschitz boundary, we consider the local action
functional
IΩrqs :“
ż
Ω
LpBrcAdsrqsq d4x` e
ż
qXΩ
AbrqsdXb
` e
ż
qXΩ
Abext dXb ´m0
ż
qXΩ
dτ
(54)
where Aext is an external vector potential and A
drqs is the vector potential associated to the
subluminal world-line q, i.e.
Adrqspxαq “ eκ
ż τretpxαq
´8
J1pκDpxα ´ qαpτ¯qqq
Dpxα ´ qαpτ¯qq u
apτ¯q dτ¯ . (55)
The functional (54) looks like the standard functional used to couple the field to a particle.
However, we make variations of the trajectory only, and the variations of the potential follow
from (55). This explains the usefulness of a generalized notion of the functional IΩ being
stationary: variations of the particle trajectory will in general induce variations of the retarded
field that do not vanish on BΩ.
To prepare for the calculation of the variation of (54), we define the class of variations of
the given world-line q.
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Definition 19. Let q P Q be a given subluminal world-line and let Ω Ă R4 be bounded
Lipschitz domain. A variation of q, compactly supported in Ω, is a family of world-lines
σ ÞÑ Qσ defined by parametrizations
Qαpτ, σq, (56)
where Qα P C2pRˆ r´a, asq for some a ą 0, that satisfies the following:
(i) all world-lines Qσ are subluminal
(ii) Q0 “ q
(iii) Qσ X Ω “ qX Ω for all σ P p´a, aq.
Note in particular that the curves τ ÞÑ Qαpτ, σq for σ ‰ 0 are not parametrized with respect
to proper time.
For a given variation of qwith a particular parametrization Qαp¨, ¨q, we define the deviation
vector field by
ξαpτ, σq “ BσQαpτ, σq. (57)
Lemma 20. Given any variation of q, we can find a parametrization Qαp¨, ¨q such that ξ has
compact support in τ and such that τ ÞÑ Qpτ, 0q parametrizes q with respect to proper time.
Moreover, ξα is orthogonal on the world-line q at σ “ 0:
ξapτ, 0quapτq “ 0.
The proof of this Lemma will be given in the Appendix. For a given variation of q, define
AarQσspxαq :“ eκ
ż τretpxαq
qXJpxαq
J1pκDpxµ ´Xµqq
Dpxµ ´Xµq dX
a, (58)
i.e. ArQσs is retarded vector potential associated to the world-line Qσ. We also setpAdpxα, σq “ BσAdrQσs pxα P R4zqq. (59)pAd is the variation of the retarded vector potential off the world-line.
Theorem 21. Let Aαext P C2pR4q. Further assume that for all open, bounded Lipschitz domains
Ω and all variations σ ÞÑ Qσ of q with deviation vector field ξb compactly supported in Ω,
d
dσ
IΩrQσs
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“
ż
BΩ
„ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcF cb ´ 1
4pi
F ab
˙ pAb ´ 1
4piκ2
BcF cdBa pAd dΣa (60)
holds. Then qαpτq satisfies the following equation of motion:
m0
dua
dτ
“ e
´
F abext `Fab
¯
ub (61)
where Fab is the self-force defined by (31).
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To structure the proof, we first state some preparatory lemmas and formulas. Define
I1,Ωrqs :“
ż
Ω
LpBrcAdsrqsq d4x
I2,Ωrqs :“ e
ż
qXΩ
Abrqs dXb
I3,Ωrqs :“ ´m0
ż
qXΩ
dτ ` e
ż
qXΩ
Abext dXb.
(62)
so that IΩ “ I1,Ω ` I2,Ω ` I3,Ω. Note that all integrals are well-defined. We will need formulas
for the field tensor calculated from (55); this can be done in the same way as in Proposition
3– the only difference is that τ is not the proper time parameter along the curves Qσ. For the
corresponding asymptotic expansions in the sense of Proposition 12, we obtain
F ab “ eκ
2 pRraubs
2pS
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
t
`Fabptq ` Opq
BcF ab “ eκ
2
2
´1
”
´
´pS´3p´u ¨ uq pRc ` pS´2uc¯ pRraubs ` pS´1δrac ubsı` Op1q (63)
BcF cb “ eκ2´1 pS´1ub ` Op1q
BdBcF ca “ eκ2´2
”pS´2p´uduaq ´ pS´3p´u ¨ uq pRduaı` Op´1q
where u ¨ u “ uµuµ. The formulas (63) hold for arbitrary, but fixed σ and the definitions ofpR, pS are the same as in Proposition 12.
Lemma 22. Suppose σ ÞÑ Qσ is variation of q. Then the variation of the potential AarQαp¨, σqs
with respect to σ for fixed xα P R4zq is given by
pAapxαq “ Ga0 `Ga1 pxα P R4zqq (64)
with
Ga0pxαq :“ ´eκ2
ż τretpxαq
´8
J2pκDq
D2
ξbRbu
a dτ¯ ` eκ
ż τretpxαq
´8
J1pκDq
D
Bξa
Bτ dτ¯
Ga1pxαq :“ ´ eκ
2
2
uaξγR
γ
S
ˇˇˇˇ
τ“τretpxαq
,
(65)
where the integrals are absolutely convergent. Furthermore, the following asymptotic expan-
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sions hold:
Ga0pxαq “ Op1q
BcGa0pxαq “ Op1q
Ga1pxαq “ ´eκ
2
2
uaξγ pRγpS
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
τ“pq0q´1ptq
` Opq
BcGa1pxαq “ eκ
2
2
´1
«
´u
aξcpS ` u
aξγ pRγpS2
˜ pRcpS ` uc
¸ff
τ“pq0q´1ptq
` Op1q
(66)
as xα “ pt, qptq ` nq Ñ pt, qptqq where the quantities pS, pR are defined in Proposition 12 and
n P S2.
Proof. For σ P p´a, aq, the vector potential is defined by (58), where τretpxα, σq satisfies
gabpxa ´Qapτretpxα, σq, σqqpxb ´Qbpτretpxα, σq, σqq “ 0. (67)
Differentitation of (67) with respect to σ implies
Bτret
Bσ px
α, σq “ ´ ξγR
γ
S
ˇˇˇˇ
τ“τretpxα,σq
.
If D “ Dpxα ´Qαp¨, σqq then for fixed xα, τ
BD
Bσ “
ξγR
γ
D
.
Using the foregoing relationships, the following formula for pAa follows by direct computation
(note that Bσub “ Bτξb):
pAapxα, σq “ ´eκ2 ż τretpxαq
´8
J2pκDq
D2
ξbRbu
a dτ¯
` eκ
ż τretpxαq
´8
J1pκDq
D
Bξa
Bτ dτ¯ ´
eκ2uaξγR
γ
2S
ˇˇˇˇ
τ“τretpxαq
.
The formal differentiation can be justified by similar arguments as those employed in the
proof of Proposition 3. This proves (65). The near-field asymptotics can be obtained as in
Proposition 12, using (33).
Lemma 23. The variation of I1,Ω is given by
d
dσ
I1,ΩrQσs
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“
ż
BΩ
„ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcF cb ´ 1
4pi
F ab
˙ pAb ´ 1
4piκ2
BcF cdBa pAd dΣa
´ e
ż
qXΩ
ubG
b
0 dτ.
(68)
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Proof. Observe that the integrand L of the integral defining I1,Ω is only mildly singular at the
world-line, on account of (63). Hence L P L1pR4q.
As a preparation, we compute
BL
Bσ
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“ ´ 1
8pi
F abBra pAbs ´ 14piκ2 BcF cal pAa
at all points away from the world-line q. Here we also used Proposition 29 to conclude that
Bd pAd “ 0. Hence by use of Lemma 31 from Appendix D,
d
dσ
I1,Ω
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“
ż
Ω
ˆ
´ 1
8pi
F abBra pAbs ´ 14piκ2 BcF cal pAa
˙
σ“0
d4x.
provided we can show that the limit of the following integral
J :“
ż
ΩzW
ˆ
´ 1
8pi
F abBra pAbs ´ 14piκ2 BcF cal pAa
˙
d4x
exists for Ñ 0. Recall that the world-tube W is defined by (37). Using integration by parts,
J can be written as
J “
ż
BΩzW
„ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcF cb ´ 1
4pi
F ab
˙ pAb ´ 1
4piκ2
BcF cdBa pAd dΣa
´
ż
BWXΩ
„ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcF cb ´ 1
4pi
F ab
˙ pAb ´ 1
4piκ2
BcF cdBa pAd dΣa
“: J1, ´ J2,
where the orientation of dΣ is chosen as outward-oriented on both BW and BΩ. We now wish
to send Ñ 0. First we write pAd “ Gd0`Gd1 and write J2, as a sum of two terms J20,` J21,:
J2i, “
ż
BWXΩ
„ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcF cb ´ 1
4pi
F ab
˙
pGiqb ´ 1
4piκ2
BcF cdBapGiqd

dΣa
where i “ 0, 1. Consider first J20,. Upon using the asymptotic expansions and the fact that
|G0| ` |BcG0| „ Op1q we get
lim
Ñ0 J2, “ limÑ0
ż
BWXΩ
ˆ
1
4piκ2
BaBcFcbGb0 ` Op´1q
˙
dΣa
“ e
ż
qXΩ
Gb0 dXb
where in the final step we have used Lemma 30. We now turn to J21,. Using the asymptotic
expansions (66) and (63), we get after a lengthy computation
lim
Ñ0 J21, “
ż
qXΩ
Mlξ
ldτ,
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with
Ml “ ´u0 eκ
2
8pi2
ż
S2
”pS´4p´u ¨ uqpp´u ¨ uq ´ 1q pRdNd pRl ` pS´2p´u ¨ uqNlı dω
Setting σ “ 0, we find that because of u ¨ u“ uaua “ ´1
Ml “ ´γ eκ
2
8pi2
ż
S2
pS´2Nldω “ 0.
In the last step we have used the observation that pS and Nl are even and odd under the
symmetry n ÞÑ ´n.
Lemma 24. The variation of I2,Ω is given by
d
dσ
I2,χrQp¨, σqs|σ“0 “ e
ż
q
Gb0ub dτ ` e
ż
q
Fcbucξb dτ. (69)
Proof. In order to calculate the variation of I2,χ we need to vary the vector potential A
a on the
world-line with respect to σ, where the vector potential is generated by Qαpτ, σq. This differs
from pAa, which was the derivative of Aa with respect to σ for a fixed xα off the world-line. To
shorten notation, we define Aapτ, σq by
Aapτ, σq :“ eκ
ż τ
´8
J1pκDpQαpτ, σq ´Qαpτ¯ , σqqq
DpQαpτ, σq ´Qαpτ¯ , σqq u
apτ¯ , σq dτ¯ “ AarQp¨, σqspQαpτ, σqq
and after observing
Bσ J1pκDpQ
αpτ, σq ´Qαpτ¯ , σqqq
DpQαpτ, σq ´Qαpτ¯ , σqq
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“ κJ2pκDq
D2
pξbpτq ´ ξbp¯τqqpqbpτq ´ qbpτ¯qq
we compute
BσAapτ, σq|σ“0 “ ´eκ2
ż τ
´8
J2pκDq
D2
ξbpτ¯ , 0qpqbpτq ´ qbpτ¯qquapτ¯q dτ¯
` eκ
ż τ
´8
J1pκDq
D
Bξpτ¯ , 0q
Bτ dτ¯
` eκ2
ż τ
´8
J2pκDq
D2
ξbpτ, 0qpqbpτq ´ qbpτ¯qquapτ¯q dτ¯ .
Notice that this can be written as Ga0pqαpτqq `Ka, where Ka is defined by
Ka :“ eκ2
ż τ
´8
J2pκDq
D2
ξbpτ, 0qpqbpτq ´ qbpτ¯qquapτ¯q dτ¯ .
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Moreover
BτAapτ, σq|σ“0 “
eκ2
2
uapτ, σq
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
` eκ2
ż τ
´8
J2pκDq
D2
ubpτqpqbpτq ´ qbpτ¯qquapτ¯q dτ¯
“: eκ
2
2
uapτ, σq
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
` rKa.
A calculation yields
Kbub ´ rKbξb ˇˇˇ
σ“0
“ Fcbξbuc. (70)
Choose an interval rλ0, λ1s so that the support of ξb is contained in rλ0, λ1s. Now we compute
the variation of I2,Ω:
1
e
d
dσ
I2,χ|σ“0 “
d
dσ
ż λ1
λ0
Abpτ, σqubpτ, σq dτ
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“0
“
ż λ1
λ0
„
Gb0ub `Kbub ´
ˆ
eκ2
2
ub ` rKb˙ ξb dτ
“
ż λ1
λ0
Gb0ub dτ `
ż λ1
λ0
”
Kbub ´ rKbξbı dτ
“
ż λ1
λ0
Gb0ub dτ `
ż λ1
λ0
Fcbucξb dτ
where the quantities G0, ξ are evaluated at σ “ 0. We have used the transversality (ubξb “ 0)
of the variation in going from the third to the fourth line and also (70) in the final step.
Proof of Theorem 21. The computation of the variation of I3,Ω is standard and gives
d
dσ
I3,ΩrQσs|σ“0 “
ż
q
ˆ
´m0dub
dτ
` pFextqabua
˙
ξb dτ (71)
where pFextqab “ BrapAextqbs. Now combining with (68) and (69), we obtain
d
dσ
IΩrQσs|σ“0 “ B `
ż
q
eFcbu
cξb dτ `
ż
q
ˆ
´m0dub
dτ
` pFextqabua
˙
ξb dτ (72)
where B denotes the boundary term in (68) (integral over BΩ). Recall that the assumption of
Theorem 21 was that ddσ IΩ|σ“0 “ B for all variations of q. We deduce that
m0
dub
dτ
“ eFbcuc ` pFextqbcuc,
i.e. the equation of motion (61) holds.
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5 Motion under influence of external forces
As we already mentioned, [7] develops a local existence theory for the system of N charged
particles and coupled fields. In this section, we wish to present a basic global existence result
for the equations of motion of a single particle with a given external force. In the following,
we fix a choice of Lorentz frame and work in 3` 1-dimensional notation, i.e. xa “ pt, xq. The
self-fields take the form
Eptq “ eκ2
ż t
´8
J2pκDq
D2
rqptq ´ qpt1q ´ vpt1qpt´ t1qs dt1
Bptq “ eκ2
ż t
´8
J2pκDq
D2
vpt1q ˆ pqptq ´ qpt1qq dt1
(73)
and the self-force three-vector is given by epE ` v ˆ Bq. Thus the equation of motion (30)
reads
m0
d
dt
ˆ
v?
1´ v2
˙
“ epEptq ` vptq ˆBptqq ` Fextptq (74)
where the self-fields are given by (73) and where we have added an external, time-dependent
force Fext. The history-dependence of the self-force prevents us from considering an initial
value problem for (74). We therefore impose the condition that v is asymptotically constant
in the infinite past. By adjusting the Lorentz frame, we may assume that the particle was
asymptotically at rest, i.e.
lim
tÑ´8 vptq “ 0. (75)
Theorem 25. Suppose that the external force Fext : R Ñ R3 is continuous and Fext “ 0 on
p´8, A0s for some A0. Then (74) has a solution v P C1pRq satisfying (75) and such that
sup
tPp´8,As
|vptq| ă 1 (76)
for all A P R. Moreover, we have
vptq “ 0 pt ď A0q (77)
and v is unique among all solutions satisfying (77).
To start, we first reformulate the equation of motion (74) as an integral equation. The
values of e, κ,m0 will not matter in the following and we set all of them equal to 1. The
relativistic momentum is
p “ v?
1´ v2
and the velocity can be recovered from
v “ p{a1` p2. (78)
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Integrating (74), we arrive at
ppσq “
ż σ
´8
pE ` p{a1` p2 ˆBq dt` ż σ
´8
Fext dt (79)
where the self-fields are defined by
Eptq “ Erpsptq “
ż t
´8
Gpt´ t1, qptq ´ qpt1qq
ż t
t1
rvpξq ´ vpt1qs dξ dt1
Bptq “ Brpsptq “
ż t
´8
Gpt´ t1, qptq ´ qpt1qqvpt1q ˆ
ż t
t1
vpξq dξ dt1.
(80)
and v can be expressed by p via the relation (78). For given p, the expression qptq ´ qpt1q is
defined by
qptq ´ qpt1q “
ż t
t1
p{a1` p2 dξ. (81)
The kernel G is given by
Gpt´ t1, qptq ´ qpt1qq “ J2p
a|t´ t1|2 ´ |qptq ´ qpt1q|2q
|t´ t1|2 ´ |qptq ´ qpt1q|2 . (82)
Let the spaces Cp´8, As, Cp´8, Aq be defined by
Cp´8, As “ tp : p´8, As Ñ R3 : p is continuous, bounded and lim
tÑ´8 pptq “ 0u.
Cp´8, Aq “ tp : p´8, Aq Ñ R3 : p P Cp´8, A´ s for all  ą 0u.
(83)
This is a Banach space with the usual } ¨ }8 norm.
Lemma 26. (a) Suppose that p P Cp´8, As is a solution of the integral equation (79). Then
there exists a δ ą 0 and a unique solution p˜ P Cp8, A` δs of (79) such that p˜ptq “ pptq
for t ď A.
(b) Suppose now that p P Cp´8, Aq solves the integral equation (79) on p´8, Aq and that
moreover
sup
tPp´8,Aq
|Erpsptq| ` |Brpsptq| ă 8. (84)
holds. Then the solution p can be continued beyond t “ A.
Proof. (a) Let a solution p P Cp´8, As be given. Define the space
Xδ,M :“ tp¯ P CrA,A` δs : p¯pAq “ ppAq, |p¯pσq ´ ppAq| ďMu.
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for given δ,M ą 0. We consider Xδ,M to be a metric space with distance given by dpp¯1, p¯2q “
}p¯1 ´ p¯2}8. Our goal is now to define a suitable fixed-point operator. For any given p¯ P Xδ,M
extend the function p¯ for t ď A by
rppσq “ " ppσq : σ ď A
p¯pσq : σ P rA,A` δs (85)
and set
Krp¯spsq “ ppAq `
ż s
A
˜
Erp˜sptq ` p¯a
1` p¯2 ˆBrp˜sptq
¸
dt`
ż s
A
Fextptq dt. (86)
The fixed-point equation to consider is:
p¯psq “Krp¯spsq ps P rA,A` δsq. (87)
It is straightforward to check that any solution p¯ of (87) the function defined by (85) solves
(79) on p´8, A` δs.
One can show that |Krp¯s ´ ppAq| ď C1pMqδ with an explicitly computable constant C “
C1pMq. If δ ą 0 is chosen small enough, the operator K maps Xδ,M into itself. Next, we
observe that
}Krp¯1s ´Krp¯2s}8 ď C2pM, δq}p¯1 ´ p¯2}8. (88)
This follows from somewhat tedious computations and estimations using Proposition 27. C2
can be computed explicitly and C2 ă 1 for small enough δ ą 0. Hence, a standard application
of the contraction mapping theorem finishes this part of the proof.
(b) The condition (84) and the the fact that p solves (79) imply that p P Cp´8, As. Thus,
we are in the situation of part (a).
Proposition 27. Let p P Cp´8, As be a solution as Lemma 26. Let p¯1, p¯2 P Xδ,M and let
p˜1, p˜2 be the corresponding extensions to p´8, A` δs as in (85). Denote
Dipt, t1q :“
a|t´ t1|2 ´ |qiptq ´ qipt1q|2.
and vi is defined from p˜i by (78) and qiptq´qipt1q by (81). We have the the following estimates
for all t1 ď t P p´8, A` δs:
D2i pt, t1q ě K1|t´ t1|2 (89)
|J2pDiq|
D2i
ď K2p1`D2i q5{4
(90)
|D1 ´D2| ď K3δ}p¯2 ´ p¯1}8 (91)
|Gpt´ t1, q1ptq ´ q1pt1qq ´Gpt´ t1, q2ptq ´ q2pt1qq| ď K4δ }p¯2 ´ p¯1}8p1` |t´ t1|2q5{4 . (92)
with constants K1,K2,K3,K4 depending on M and }p}8, but independent of δ, if δ is suffi-
ciently small.
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Proof. Note that the function x ÞÑ x?
1`x2 is monotone for x ě 0. We have
|qiptq ´ qipt1q| ď
ż t
t1
|p˜i|a
1` |p˜i|2
dξ ď |t´ t1| }p}8 `Ma
1` p}p}8 `Mq2
since }p˜i} ď }p}8 `M . So the constant K1 can be taken as
K1 “ 1´ }p}8 `Ma
1` p}p}8 `Mq2
.
(90) is a direct consequence of (89) and (20). We consider (91). Note first the basic for the
i-th component of x, y P R3ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ xi?1` x2 ´ yia1` y2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď K|x´ y| i “ 1, 2, 3 (93)
holding for a universal constant K ą 0. This simply follows from the fact that the function
fjpxq “ xj{
?
1` x2 has a globally bounded gradient. Next we observe that
D1 ´D2 “ p´|q1ptq ´ q1pt
1q| ` |q2ptq ´ q2pt1q|qp|q1ptq ´ q1pt1q| ` |q2ptq ´ q2pt1q|q
D1 `D2
and thus by using (89) to estimate the denominator
|D1pt, t1q ´D2pt, t1q| ď C|q2ptq ´ q2pt1q ´ pq1ptq ´ q1pt1qq| ď C
ż t
t1
|v2 ´ v1| dξ.
Inserting (93), we first arrive at
|D1pt, t1q ´D2pt, t1q| ď C
ż t
t1
|p˜1 ´ p˜2| dξ ď Cδ}p¯1 ´ p¯2}8
by observing that p˜1 ´ p˜2 “ 0 for ξ ď A. This leads finally to (91). To prove (92), we apply
the mean value theorem to the function gpzq “ J2pzq{z2. Observe that |g1pzq| “ |J3pzq{z2| ď
Cp1` |z|2q´5{4. We obtainˇˇˇˇ
J2pD1q
D21
´ J2pD2q
D22
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C |D1 ´D2|p1`mintD1, D2u2q5{4
ď C K3δ}p¯2 ´ p¯1}8p1`K1|t´ t1|2q5{4 “ K4δ
}p¯2 ´ p¯1}8
p1` |t´ t1|2q5{4 .
Proof of Theorem 25. We want to prove the existence of a p solving (79) that is defined on
R. Since Fext “ 0 on p´8, A0s, a direct calculation shows that pptq “ 0 defines a solution on
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p´8, A0s. This solution is can be extended past t “ A0 by Lemma 26. Let p˜ be the unique,
maximally extended solution of (79), defined on p´8, A1q.
We claim that A1 “ 8. To prove this, we assume that A1 ă 8 and obtain a contradiction.
From (73) and (20) the electric self-field admits the estimate
|Erp˜sptq| ď
ż t
´8
2|t´ t1|
r1`D2pt, t1qs5{4 dt
1. (94)
Since vpt1q “ 0 for t1 ă A0, we have for t ě A0, t1 ď A0 the estimate
|qptq ´ qpt1q| ď
ż t
A0
|vpξq| dξ ď pt´A0q
and hence D2pt, t1q ě |t ´ t1|2
ˆ
1´
ˇˇˇ
t´A0
t´t1
ˇˇˇ2˙
for t1 ă A0 ă t. Hence the integral in (94) is
finite, since it can be split up into an integral from ´8 to A0 ´ 1 and a part from A0 ´ 1 up
to t. For ´8 ă t1 ă A0 ´ 1, the integrand can be dominated by
|t´ t1|„
1` |t´ t1|2
ˆ
1´
ˇˇˇ
t´A0
t´t1
ˇˇˇ2˙5{4 .
Straightforward estimations show that
|Erp˜sptq| ď
ż A0´1
´8
2|t´ t1|„
1` |t´ t1|2
ˆ
1´
ˇˇˇ
t´A0
t´t1
ˇˇˇ2˙5{4 dt1 ` 2|t´ pA0 ` 1q|2 (95)
and hence suptPpA0,A1q |Erp˜s| ă 8. A similar argument holds for Brp˜s, and we conclude that
sup
tPp´8,A1q
|Erp˜sptq| ` |Brp˜sptq| ă 8.
Using Lemma 26, we conclude that p˜ admits a continuation beyond A1, a contradiction to our
assumption A1 ă 8. The solution therefore exists globally and it is straightforward to verify
that a solution p˜ defines a C1-velocity v that solves (74).
Remark 28. Our Theorem 25 shows the global existence of solutions for continuous external
forces. It is natural to ask what happens if Fext is zero for large times. One would hope that the
particle attains an asymptotically constant velocity. However, due to the history-dependent
self-fields, this appears to be a highly non-trivial question. We leave this issue open for the
moment.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Appendix A: Convergence of the field tensor and far-field estimates
Proof of Proposition 3. To check convergence of (17), we note that for fixed xα “ pt, xq,
Dpxa ´ qapt1qq ě C|t´ t1|
with a constant depending on K from (11). To bound J1pκDqD , we use the inequality (20) with
ν “ 1, giving
|Jpxq|
x
ď Cp1` x2q 34 .
Rewriting the integral (17) in terms of coordinate time t1, i.e. dτ “ 1γdt1, we can bound the
integrand in (17) by
CK
p1` |t´ t1|2q3{4
which implies absolute convergence of (17). In order to justify the formal differentiation that
leads to (21), it suffices by a standard result on parameter-dependent integrals to show that
for every event pxαq there exists a neighborhood of pxαq and a function M ě 0,M P L1p´8, 0q
so that ˇˇˇˇ
J2pκDqRrcuds
γD2
ˇˇˇˇ
ďMpt1 ´ tq
for all yα in a neighborhood of xα. Each component of Ra can be bounded by |t´ t1| and by
using (20) again, we can take
Mptq “ CK |t|p1` |t|2q5{4 .
This yields
BcAapxαq “ eκ
2Rcua
2S
ˇˇˇˇ
ret
`
ż τretpxαq
´8
J2pκDq
D2
Rcuapτq dτ (96)
and leads also directly to (21). Note that we have used J1pxqx
ˇˇˇ
x“0
“ 12 .
Moreover, we have (recall (19))
BcS “ uc|ret ` puαRαq´1p1` aαRαqRc|ret (97)
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and the representation (22) follows formally from differentiating (21). By using similar es-
timates as before, the differentiation leading to (22) can be justified. To check that (21)
defines a distributional solution of (3) with distributional right-hand side (12) we first note
that Aa “ Ua ´W a, where (13) holds for Ua,W a. A direct calculation shows that (3) holds
in the sense of distributions, provided both Ua and W a satisfy the Lorentz gauge condition
BaUa “ BaW a “ 0 (98)
in the sense of distributions on R4. It is easy to check that the classical Lie´nard-Wiechert
potential Ua satisfies (98), so that in order to check (98) for W a, we only need to check that
the Lorentz gauge holds for Aa. This is done in the next Proposition.
Proposition 29. For the vector potential defined by (17), we have BaAa “ 0 in the distribu-
tional sense on R4.
Proof. From (96), we see that for all xα P R4zq
BaAa “ eκ2
˜
1
2
`
ż τretpxαq
´8
J2pκDq
D2
Rbu
bpτq dτ
¸
“ eκ2
˜
1
2
´
ż τretpxαq
´8
B
Bτ
J1pκDq
κD
dτ
¸
“ 0
holds. So for the distributional derivative
BaAarφs “ ´AarBaφs “
ż
R4
BaAaφ d4x` lim
Ñ0
ż
W
Aaφ dΣd “ 0,
where W is a suitable world-tube surrounding the world-line (see (37)). Here, the limit of the
integral over the world-tube’s surface vanishes, since Aa is uniformly bounded on the support
of φ. This means that the Aa and hence also W a satisfies the Lorentz gauge condition and
finishes the proof.
Lemma 30. Let Fcd be the field tensor defined by (3). For any φ
d P C0pR4q,
´κ´2 lim
Ñ0
ż
W
pBaBcFcdqφd dΣa “ ´4pijdrφds (99)
holds, where W denotes the world-tube (37) and the right-hand side of (99) means
jdrφds “ e
ż
q
φd dXd “ e
ż
R
φdpqαpτqq udpτqdτ.
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Proof. First let φd be smooth and have compact support. From BraAbs “ Fab and Aa “ Ua´Wa
it follows that
BcFcd “ ´κ2Wd
in the sense of distributions on R4. Henceż
R4
´
´FcdBcφd ´ κ´2BcFcdlφd
¯
d4x “
ż
R4
´
BcFcdφd `Wdlφd
¯
d4x
“ plWd ´ κ2Wdqrφds “ ´4pijdrφds.
On the other hand we also have
lim
Ñ0
ż
R4zW
´
´FcdBcφd ´ κ´2BcFcdlφd
¯
d4x
“ lim
Ñ0
ż
R4zW
pI ´ κ´2l qBcFcdφd d4x´ κ´2 lim
Ñ0
ż
BW
BaBcFcdφd dΣa
(100)
which implies that for all smooth φd, (99) holds. An approximation argument now finishes the
proof.
6.2 Appendix B: Energy-momentum tensor
Proof of Proposition 8. First we multiply the BLTP equation pI ´ κ´2l qBνFµν “ 4pijµ by
Fαµ to get
FαµBνFµν ´ l2Fαµl BνFµν “ 4piFαµjµ. (101)
The following identity can be easily checked:
FαµBνFµν “ BνrFαµFµν ` 1
4
BναFρθF ρθs (102)
and we leave the details to the reader. Using (102), we can write the first term on the lhs of
(101) as a divergence. The remainder of the calculation deals with the second term on the lhs
of (101).
Step 1: We write
Fαµl BνFµν “ BνrFαµlFµνs ´ BνFαµlFµν
“ BνrFαµlFµνs ` BαFµνlFµν ` pBµFναqlFµν
where we have used the inhomogeneous BLTP equations.
Step 2: We first compute pBµFναqlFµν :
pBµFναqlFµν “ BνFµαF νµ
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“ Bν rFµαF νµs ´ FαµBνlFµν
FαµBνlFµν “ BνpFαµlFµνq ´ pBνFαµqlFµν
“ BνpFαµlFµνq ` BαFµνlFµν ` BµFναlFµν
where we have used the inhomogeneous BLTP equation again. The foregoing implies therefore:
BµFναlFµν “ ´1
2
BαFµνlFµν . (103)
Step 3: Up to now, we have obtained
Fαµl BνFµν “ BνFαµlFµν ` 1
2
BαFµνlFµν .
We now compute the remaining term BαFµνlFµν :
BαFµνlFµν “ BαpFµνlFµνq ´ Fµνl BαFµν
Now observing that
Fµνl BαFµν “ Fµνl BαFµν “ ´Fµνl BµFνα ´ Fµνl BνFαµ
“ ´Fµνl BµFνα ´ F νµl BµFαν
“ ´2Fµνl BµFνα
we can write
BαFµνlFµν “ BαpFµνlFµνq ` 2Fµνl BµFνα.
Inserting this into our previous result for Fαµl BνFµν , we obtain
Fαµl BνFµν “ Bν
„
FαµlFµν ` 1
2
δναFµνlFµν

` Fµνl BµFνα.
Step 4: Finally we deal with Fµνl BµFνα. First note
Fµνl BµFνα “ F νµl BνFνα “ BνpFµµlFµαq ´ BνF νµlFµα
and observe that
BνF νµFµαl “ BνF νµBβBβFµα “ ´BνF νµBβBµFαβ ´ BνF νµBβBαFβµ
“ ´BµpBνF νµBβFαβq ´ BνF νµBβBαFβµ
where we have used that BµBνF νµ “ 0 by antisymmetry of the field tensor. Finally, we have
BνF νµBβBαFβµ “ BαpBνF νµBβFβµq ´ pBαBνF νµqBβFβµ
and pBαBνF νµqBβFβµ can be written as
pBαBβFβµqBνF νµ.
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Hence
BνF νµlFµα “ 1
2
BαpBνF νµBβFβµq ´ BνpBµFµνBβFαβq
and we get finally
Fαµl BνFµν “ Bν
„
FαµlFµν ` 1
2
δναFµνlFµν

` Bν
„
F νµlFµα ` BµFµνBβFαβ ` 1
2
δναBρF ρθBβFβµ

.
Using this identity in (101), we arrive at the statement of the proposition.
6.3 Appendix C: An identity for Bessel functions
For the convenience of the reader, we show the following identity for Bessel functions (n “
0, 1, 2, . . .):
d
dz
Jnpzq
zn
“ ´Jn`1
zn
(104)
Recall that Jnpzq is an entire function with the well-known power series representation
Jnpzq “
8ÿ
m“0
p´1qm
m!pm` nq!
´z
2
¯2m`n
.
We have
Jnpzq
zn
“
8ÿ
m“0
p´1qm
m!pm` nq!
z2m
22m`n
and by term-wise differentiation it follows that
d
dz
Jnpzq
zn
“
8ÿ
m“1
p´1qm2m
m!pm` nq!
z2m´1
22m`n “ ´
ÿ
k“0
p´1qkp2k ` 2q
k!pk ` 1qpk ` n` 1q!
z2k`1
22k`1`n2 “
Jn`1
zn
.
6.4 Appendix D: Differentiation of parameter-dependent integrals
We state and prove the following Lemma needed for the proof of the variational principle.
Lemma 31. Suppose that Ω Ă R4 is a bounded region with Lipschitz boundary and that
Q : Rˆp´a, aq Ñ R3 is such that t ÞÑ Qpt, σq is a timelike curve for each σ P p´a, aq and that
Qpt, σq “ Qpt, 0q pσ P p´a, aqq
for t outside of rt0, t1s for some compact interval rt0, t1s. Moreover, let
Ωσ :“ tpt, x, σq : |x´Qpt, σq| ą 0, σ P p´a, aqu (105)
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and let
H : Ωσ Ñ R
be a mapping such that BσHpt, x, σq exists for all x ‰ Qpt, σq and
Hpt, x, σq “ H0pt, xq|x´Qpt, σq|´2 `H1pt, x, σq (106)
where H0 P Cprt1, t2sˆp´a, aqq and such that BσH1pt, x, σq exists for all pt, xq with x ‰ Qpt, σq
and
sup
σPp´a,aq
sup
pt,xqPΩσ
`|BσH0pt, σq| ` |x´Qpt, σq|´2p|BxH1pt, x, σq| ` |BσH1pt, x, σq|q˘ ă 8. (107)
Furthermore, assume the following: for fixed σ there exists Lσ P R such that
lim
Ñ0
ż
ΩzW,σ
BH
Bσ px, σq d
4x “ Lσ, (108)
where W.σ denotes a world-tube around Qσ. Then
d
dσ
ż
Ω
Hpx, σq d4x
ˇˇˇˇ
σ“σ0
“ L.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we compute the derivative of H at σ “ 0. Let Hpσq “ş
ΩHpx, σq d4x and define
W,σ :“ tpt, xq : |x´Qpt, σq| ď u
H0pσq “
ż
ΩzW,σ
Hpx, σq d4x
H1pσq “
ż
W,σ
Hpx, σq d4x
so that Hpσq “ H0pσq ` H1pσq. To compute the derivative of H0 we apply the well-known
Transport theorem. First define the mapping
Φσpt, xq “ pt, x´Qpt, σq ` qptqq
and note that ΦσpBW,0q “ BW,σ. We claim that
d
dσ
H0 “ ddσ
ż
ΩzW,σ
Hpx, σq d4x “
ż
ΩzW,σ
B
BσHpx, σq d
4x`
ż
BW,σ
Hpx, σqBΦ
d
σ
Bσ dΣd.
This is seen by employing a straightforward cut-off argument. Now observe that
lim
Ñ0
d
dσ
H0 “ Lσ `
ż t1
t0
H0pt, qptq, 0q
ˆż
S2
BΦdσ
Bσ dΣd
˙
dt “ Lσ (109)
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because
ş
S2
BΦdσBσ dΣd “
ş
S2 BσQ ¨ ndω “ 0 by a symmetry argument. On the other hand,
H1pσq “
ż t1
t0
ż 
0
ż
S2
Hpt, Qpt, σq ` ρn, σqρ2 dω dρ dt,
which implies
d
dσ
H1 “
ż t1
t0
ż 
0
ż
S2
d
dσ
H1pt, Qpt, σq ` ρn, σq ρ2dω dt
“
ż t1
t0
ż 
0
ż
S2
„
pBxiH1qpt, Qpt, σq ` ρn, σqBΦ
i
σ
Bσ ` pBσH1qpt, Qpt, σq ` ρn, σq

ρ2dω dt
where taking the derivative can be justified using (107).
Hence we can write
d
dσ
H “ d
dσ
H0 ` ddσH

1 (110)
and send Ñ 0 in (110) to obtain the desired result.
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